Prayer Bundle Testimonials
“We commissioned Renya to make 8 Prayer Bundles and we were delighted with the results. Each bundle is a unique mini work
of art. They are all exquisite ~ beautifully crafted, professional, and full of good medicine. Thank you, Renya, for your beautiful
work.” -Teri Y. & Max A., Creative Directors, Art and Design for the Human Spirit (NM & CA)
“My prayer bundle brings great equilibrium to my creative space and has proven useful in overcoming writer’s block when I
struggle to find the words.” -Eitra K. (CA)
“My special request prayer bundles have arrived. The smell when I opened the box was divine! I feel the vibration in these very
strongly and will meditate with them. Whatever energy you have infused in them is palpable. They are amazing! Thank you for
helping me through this difficult time. These custom bundles have given me hope!” -Bonnie S., Intuitive Empath (VA)
“Renya, amazing soul artist, thank you for the gorgeous, sweet, and powerful prayer bundle. I have it hanging over my bed as I
sleep.” -Sharon W., LivingEden Radio Show Host (CT)
“Receiving a Prayer Bundle dedicated to Living Your Dreams is a wonderful and symbolic way to bring in the New Year. Thank
you!” -Khristina R. (MD)
“I discovered these beautiful prayer bundles while on retreat in Abiquiu. They evoke the spirit and soul of the sacred land of
New Mexico, and I wanted to spread the connection to sacred space far and wide. I ordered 20 prayer bundles and the order
was fulfilled quickly and easily by Renya. Prayer Bundle blessings have been given to my family, closest friends, and life coaching
clients. They have been so well received for the special gift they are. The blessings are returned many times to the giver.
Renya’s work is truly inspiring.” -Carolyn S., Leadership and Life Coach (MA)
“Was just holding (and sniffing) my prayer bundle – aaah. So lovely and all my colors and that sweetest of all feathers- thank
you again.” -Joyce H., Transformational Artist (CA)
“Prayer Bundles are a wonderment of artisanal design infused with singing prayers and sealed with a spirit feather.” -Lisl D.,
“Mitra’s Eyes” (NM)
“Your Prayer Bundles are glorious!!! Thank you for continuing to create them so I can gift them to family and friends. I believe
in these beautiful creations, and know their love and power to heal and bring sheer joy!!!” -Robin S., Therapeutic
Riding Instructor (MA)
“I have been touched by the beauty and blessings from these beautiful handcrafted creations by Renya. They are made with
care and offered in the spirit of a gift from the heart. Each one carries its own special expression and are perfect gifts for loved
ones.” -WindEagle, Director of Ehama Institute (NM)
“I live very close to Washington, DC where I long for more contact with nature on a daily basis. As a child, I felt my connection
with pine trees and other sweet aromas of a forest. I know how much those infrequent experiences nourish me, still. I connect
with our precious earth so strongly when holding this bundle. So powerful and blessed to be more rooted with nature in this
simple way.” -Marya M., Educator (VA)
“I was so excited to receive your lovely prayer bundles. You certainly live your statement to live and extend to others peace,
joy, and grace along your journey. Your prayer bundles are unique as you are. The fragrance is wonderful, your packaging is
beautiful. I wish you success, and feel so fortunate to have met you on your trip through the Northwest.” -Barbara M.,
Lavender Artist (WA)
“As Renya pulled out her bundles, I wanted more than one because they are so visually stunning and soft to the touch. The
herbs infused with singing prayers create a sense of solace and serenity. It feels good in your hand and enthralls the senses with
what is seen and unseen. I keep my bundle in its packaging in my car to protect me when I travel, and to settle my senses when
things are not going well. Prayer Bundles are delightful for reasons unknown. They touch the heart, the head, and every
chakra.” -Bonnie S., Mysticcat (VA)
“I am inspired by Renya’s beautiful creations and inspiring messages, comforted by her Prayer Bundles.” -Colleen A.,
Social Services Program Manager (AK)
“Received your medicine creation. Thank you so much for blessing my life with sacred prayer. The bundle is pure and
beautiful, a true gift to my altar and home. Bless!” -Matthew Flower (CA)

“When I first received a Prayer Bundle last Christmas, I simply loved its fragrance and softness. The power of the message is
very inspirational, and I know it by heart. This world is very mixed up, and it’s easy to get caught up in the chaos leading to
anxiety and illness. Learning to let go of certain matters that really have no significance gives us room and time to breathe. As
time passes, I find myself handling my bundle more and more because it helps me find balance. Without fail, this sacred
treasure continues to have a calming effect and brings me peace. The aroma hasn’t changed, and it amazes me that it still
doesn’t show any signs of wear-and-tear. In my mind, we are on this planet to be kind and take care of one another. This heartwarming creation inspires harmony and the blessing of ~ Life Be Gentle With You.” -Nancy S., Retired Office Manager,
International Rotarian (CT)
“I love your Prayer Bundles, and gave the one I bought to a friend that was undergoing open heart surgery, and it was very
empowering for her.” - RD
“Renya is a woman of heart and soul. I knew I had to have one of her prayer bundles when I was about to publish and launch
my new book Resilient Heart: Transcending the Death of Your Loved One. I told her my prayer was for my message to reach the
hands and hearts of those it can comfort and support. She sent the perfect bundle in my favorite purple color and even found a
feather with a heart on it! Holding my bundle I feel the care and love with which it was created. I kept it close during the busy
publishing and launch time. It worked and Resilient Heart is now a #1 International Bestseller. I keep my sacred bundle here on
my desk where I write. I highly recommend a prayer bundle for a gift for a friend needing extra prayers or to celebrate a special
occasion sending out prayers of gratitude.” –Gail Saunders, Author (Greece)

